#6157000
Age 5+

CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for Children under 3 years.

ADDING THE NECKLACE CLOSURE:
A. Push all the cords through the narrow side of
one half of the closure, as shown.
B. Tie cords together in a knot.
Pull the closure back over the knot.
C. Trim excess cord.
D. Dot with glue to secure.
E. Repeat with other half of the closure.

Create 5 charms that swirl and shine with every shake

Closures snap together as shown.

Add charms to your cord

Dot with with glue

Use the jump rings to add charms,
and glow-in-the-dark pom poms

Twist to open

NECKLACE

Use jump ring to add necklace
cord to loop in cork top.
Dot with glue to secure.

What is Mindful Crafting? For many people, crafting is like creative yoga for the brain. It’s a great way
to focus, relax and de-stress. When you are finished share your swirl charms with your friends.

In this kit you will receive 5 bottles, glitter, shimmer powder, beads, glow in the dark sand and
a special swirl gel to create your swirl charms. You will decorate them with stickers, glow in the
dark stickers, glow in the dark pom poms and charms.

Twist to close

BAG CLIP

Use jump ring to add charms
to cord, or top of bottle.
Dot with glue to secure.

MINDFUL
CRAFTING

1 Your bottle of swirl gel is only half filled.
NOW IT’S TIME TO RELAX
AND GIVE YOUR CHARMS A
LITTLE SWIRL!

Use jump ring or tie
cord onto bag clip.
Dot with glue to secure.

Add Water

Twist off the bottle cap and fill the rest of the
bottle with water, seal, and shake, with bottle
pointed away from face until mixed.

The swirl gel contains non-toxic,
safety-tested corn syrup. This gel is
intended for crafting only.
Do not eat!

Use jump ring or tie to
add cord to bottles.
Dot with glue to secure.

2 Select your bottle and
Use jump ring to
add charms to cord
or top of the bottle.
Dot with glue to secure.

ingredients for each charm.
Create your own mix, or
follow our recipe guide!

TIP: If you want your charms to
GLOW- IN- THE- DARK,
Don’t forget to add Glow Stardust

color REcipes
DAY DREAMER: 3 shakes purple

NIRVANA: 3 shakes gold glitter,

STARGAZER: 3 shakes

BLISS: 3 shakes gold
glitter, 3 shakes black
glitter, half green
hexagons.

glitter, a little shimmer powder
and half of the stars glitter.
gold glitter, 3 shakes
green glitter, half of
the Green hexagons,
gold tube beads.

SWEET DREAMS:

#6157000 Calming Swirl Charms
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Non-toxic Safe for children

3 shakes black glitter, 3 shakes
purple glitter, half of the green
hexagons, star glitter.

3 shakes green glitter, half of the
blue diamonds, round beads.

PEACE-OUT: glow

stardust, 3 shakes
yellow glitter, 3 shakes
green glitter, half of
the blue diamonds.

glitter. Add in sequins or
beads by hand.

HACK
Ask your parents
if you can use your
own beads or small
charms to customize
your charms.

with swirl gel to the line
shown.
B. Add the cork lid and
shake. Hold the cork
on since it is not yet
sealed.

Don’t fill
the bottle more
than half with
glitter, sequins
or beads.

MAKE BAG CHARMS OR NECKLACES

4 A. Fill the charm bottle

Decide on a design before you begin, so you do not run out of cord.

Start with your cord:
Fill to this line,
under the
bottle neck.

This allows the swirl gel
to fill in all around your
glitter and beads.

For a shorter necklace cut cords in half.
For a long necklace keep cords full length.
For braided bag charms cords can be much shorter, 5 – 8 inches, 13 – 20 cm.
Attach to the metal bag clips.
Decide how you would like your cord to look, Here are some suggestions:

BRAIDED FOR BAG CHARM

Select 3 strands in your preferred colors, Cut three equal lengths. Use diagram as a guide.
Tape your strands
to a flat surface

5 Remove cork lid and fill
to the line as shown.

6 Make sure cork is dry and free from glitter.

Add a generous amount of glue to the cork.
Allow 30 seconds to set.

Replace cork lid.

KNOTTED

Using one or two strings, tie knots at regular intervals.

Fill to this line.

Pull both ends to tighten knot

Over

7 Add a drop of glue to the top of the

cork with the loop. Set charm aside for
24 hours. It should be fully cured, and
dry to the touch.

GLUE

CURES IN

24

HOURS
Glue cure time may vary depending
on temperature and humididty.

Over

8 When glue has dried, add stickers to your

bottles. Make sure the outside of your bottles are
clean and dry.
These stickers
glow-in-the-dark

Under

Twisted

Twist 2 strings around each other. Tie knots periodically to secure the twist.

USE THIS RULER
AS A GUIDE TO
TRIM YOUR CORD

3 Use the funnel to add in fine

